
BERGSON LAUGHTER ESSAY

grateful acknowledgment to Professor Bergson. It may be pointed out that the essay on Laughter originally appeared in
a series of three articles in one of the.

It was reprinted in by the Presses Universitaires de France , on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Bergson. Another thing that makes people laugh is every movement that resembles the
mechanical. A landscape cannot be a source of laughter, and when humans make fun of animals, it is often
because they recognize some human behaviour in them. The software we use sometimes flags "false positives"
-- that is, blocks that should not have occurred. Truth is, laughing is something that connects us all, and it can
be completely harmless, even well-intentioned. This central cause is mechanism applied to life, and all comic
effects are articulated around this cause by our imagination. Some critics such as the Russian Vladimir Prop
have even offered some insights as to how humor differs accordingly, among various races and people. In a
foreword published in , but suppressed in , Bergson explains that through the three articles, he wanted to study
laughter , especially the laughter caused by the comic, and to determine the principal categories of comic
situations, to determine the laws of the comic. Laughter is caused by an accidental situation, caused by a
movement. One who is excluded from a group of people does not laugh with them; there is often a complicity
in laughter. So, what are some things people can laugh at? Laughing will cetainly occur when our attention
gets shifted from something that is connected to the soul or something that is sacred, to something completely
of this earth and material. Trying a different Web browser might help. It is also available from Project
Gutenberg. This is also the case with the parody of an activity. In , Bergson wrote an interesting essay called
Laughter read online. However, the comic is not only based upon unusual situations, but also upon characters
and individuals. We always find absentmindedness funny. Shelves: psychology , philosophy , humour This is
a really interesting read. Thus laughter forces people to be better and to suppress their vices, because laughter
makes them be conscious of them. His ambition is also to have a better knowledge of society, of the
functioning of human imagination and of collective imagination, but also of art and life. Also the application
of social conventions and rules are comic situation because these regulations and applied automatically,
mechanically. But utility demands that these outbursts should be foreseen and averted.


